Gram matrix approach to an entanglement analysis of pure states describing (d, ∞) -quantum systems is being introduced. In particular, maximally entangled states are described as those having a special forms of the corresponding Gram matrices.
Introduction
One of the most important, genuine quantum resource in quantum information engineering is by no doubt, the phenomenon of quantum entanglement of the quantum states being processed [2] , [4] , [3] . The known and implemented quantum communication protocols, including the best known QKD [5] and teleportation protocols, are heavily based on the entanglement present in the corresponding quantum states used in a particular implementation of the protocol performed. This is the main reason why the mathematical analysis, together with the corresponding engineering of quantum entanglement is so important for future developments of quantum realistic technologies [10] .
There are many excellent sources on the mathematical foundations of the quantum information processing [1] to which we refer for details.
Concerning the existing quantum technologies the major problem is to find quantum systems in which genuine quantum behaviour can survive on a sufficient long time interval due to intense, unavoidable decoherence processes destroying them. There are many proposals, together with preliminary technological implementations for the construction of the quantum computer, see i.e. [20] . At present days many of world leading technological companies, like IBM [11], Google [15], Rigetti [13] , D-Wave [17] and others started seriously to develop full scale quantum computers hardware and software [16] , [12] , [14] . The use of superconducting qubits [19] together with Josephson junctions [27] properties in performing universal quantum computations seems to be extremely difficult challenge from the engineering point of view. And this is why any alternatives to the proposed in [11] quantum computer hardware technologies are so important [18] .
The class of quantum systems which can be seen as consisting of two entangled parts, one being finite dimensional (spin-degrees of freedom) and the second infinite dimensional, the so called quantum (d, ∞) -systems seems to be a very optimistic candidates for the realistic use in quantum processing information future technological implementations [9] . Also in fundamental atomic and molecular quantum physics the quantum entanglement, in between discrete degrees of freedom that given by continuous variables and called there spin-orbit entanglement is under intensive studies presently [6] , [8] .
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 the notion of Gram matrix connected to a given pure state of the (d, ∞) system under consideration will be explained and some basic properties of it are listed. Also our main hypothesis (stating that the maximal entanglement of the pure state under consideration is manifested in the special form of the corresponding Gram matrix) is formulated there. Section 3 contains some numerical results in favour of the validity of our main hypothesis.
The Gram matrix approach to the entanglement of pure states of (d, ∞) class of systems
Let d be a positive integer, d ≥ 2 and let C d be complex d-dimensional Euclid space. As it is well known [1] pure states of any quantum system are given by unit vectors (by rays -more precisely) in some separable Hilbert space, to be denoted as H. A composite two-partite quantum systems composed from the finite dimensional part, described by C d and the infinite-dimensional (in general everything below applies to the finite dimensional systems as well) ones is described by the Hilbert space H = C d ⊗h, where h stands for the appropriate, infinite dimensional in general, separable Hilbert space and operator ⊗ stands for tensor product.
Let (e i ) i=1:d be the system of unit vectors in C d defined as (e i ) j = δ ij for i, j = 1 : d. We denote as (c)ons(h) the set of all (complete) orthonormal systems (f i ) i=1,... of vectors from h. For a given (f i ) ∈ cons(h) and any Ψ ∈ H we can write
where ψ i = ∞ j=1 c ij f j . The vectors ψ i in general are not forming orthonormal systems of vectors. From the orthonormality of systems (e i ) ∈ cons(C d ) the following normalisation condition follows
For any Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h, the following, finite Schmidt decomposition can be derived by means of the well known SVD arguments:
All the information about quantum entanglement contained in Ψ can be read off from the Schmidt decomposition Eq. (3). In particular:
(1) The amount of entanglement (that will be computed by the amount of von Neumann entropy of the corresponding reduced density matrix which is the same as the amount of entropy of the introduced below Gram matrix):
where 0 · log(0) = 0 convention has been used in formula (4). (2) The maximally entangled, pure states of the (d, ∞) quantum systems are those for which for i = 1 : d, λ i = 1 d and then Ent(Ψ ) = log(d). The problem of computing the Schmidt decomposition Eq. (3), see [9] for example of a given Ψ ∈ C d ⊗h, is not easy in general [7] . Here we propose another approach, to the computation of the Schmidt's numbers of a given Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h.
Let Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h be given as in Eq. (1) i.e.:
Define the map j Ψ : C d → h by j Ψ (e i ) = ψ i and then extend this by linearity to the whole space C d , i.e.:
The map j Ψ is continuous and ||j Ψ || = ||Ψ ||, where || · || stands for the corresponding operator, respectively vector norm. From the very definition of j Ψ one can compute the operator:
as a d × d matrix (which is the matrix representation of G in the canonical basis of C d ) with the corresponding matrix elements:
Definition 1. For a given finite set
Some elementary properties of the Gram matrix are listed below:
G(1) The Gram matrix G(Ω) is hermitean and non-negative, i.e.:
and, for any sequence of complex numbers c i,j i = 1 : n.
is a Gram matrix, then for all i, j:
Proof. By direct use of a Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
G(4) the Gram matrix G(Ω) is invertible iff rank G(Ω) = n. G(5) If a given d × d matrix G is positive semi-definite then there exists system of vectors (g 1 , . . . , g d ) ∈ C d such that G is the Gram matrix of the system (g 1 , . . . , g d ).
Proof. To compute the Cholesky decomposition of G, i.e. compute the matrix B (lower-triangular or equivalently upper-triangular) such that
Then the corresponding vectors g are given as rows of B.
G(6) Let U(h) stands for the multiplicative group of unitary operators acting in h. Then for any U ∈ U(h),
i.e. G is U -invariant. G(7) Let σ(Ψ ) = (λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) be a spectrum of the matrix G(Ψ ) (ordered in non-increasing order) then
For the purposes of the present note G(7) and G(8) are the most important properties of the Gram matrix G(Ψ ). We conclude from these properties that in order to compute entropy of entanglement included in Ψ we need to compute the corresponding Gram matrix of Ψ , matrix elements of it are given as scalar products of the corresponding components ψ i of Ψ . Remark 1. The scalar products are the simplest, widely used measures of similarity in between pure quantum states and are well known in quantum information theory as fidelity measure [1] The Gram matrices are widely used in several areas of research. The differential geometry, mathematical statistics problems, quantum chemistry and atomic physics, control theory, machine learning and deep learning problems are some examples where the technique based on Gram matrieces are applied. See for a source of references on this [21] .
However their use in Quantum Information Theory (QIT) seems to be underestimated as it is hard to find any reference in QIT in which an explicite use of Gram matrices (although they are very close to the corresponding reduced density matrices notion). For a more extensive review together with some (might be) new results obtained with the use of Gram matrices, see [23], [24] . However, we are not able to find any source for the use of this concept in the present context.
Although we know the answer to the question which states Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h are maximally entangled the problem how to read off the amount of entropy directly from the formula (1) is the main topic of this contribution. The main result, confirmed numerically in the next section for the particular cases d = 2 and d = 4, is the following hypothesis (for any pure state Ψ written in the form given by Eq. (5) we define its Gram matrix as the Gram matrix formed by the frame (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ d )).
Then, Ψ is maximally entangled pure state of (d, ∞) quantum system under consideration iff: 3 Numerical studies for (2, ∞) and (4, ∞) systems
Let G(Ψ ) be a d × d Gram matrix for a given pure state Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h as given in formula (8) . The special Gram matrix G max , defined as (G max ) ij = 1 d · δ ij corresponds to case ψ i |ψ j = 1 d δ ij for which the entropy of the Gram matrix attains maximal, possible values.
For this reason we introduce the following definition:
Deviation from the maximal entangled states manifold of a given state Ψ ∈ C d ⊗ h is given as
Now we can state precisely our hypothesis:
At the moment, no complete rigorous proof of this hypothesis is available. However, some computer assisted numerical analysis in the particularly interesting (from the point of view of quantum engineering) cases of dimensions d = 2 (single qubit entangled with atom for example) and d = 4 (relativistic 1 2 -spin degrees of freedom entangled with the orbital degrees of freedom in the relativistic, Dirac model of atom for example) are presented in the rest of this section.
The Gram matrix:
has the following structure (which is exactly of the form of reduced density matrix obtained from Ψ by tracing out the degrees of freedom connected with the infinite dimensional subsystem):
where p = ||f 1 || 2 ∈ [0, 1], σ = f 1 |f 2 h is a complex number such that |σ| ≤ 1 2 as it follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Solving the corresponding eigenvalue equation for G(Ψ ) the following eigenvalues of G(Ψ ) are obtained
The corresponding entropic measure of quantum entanglement contained in the state Ψ :
attains its maximal value for λ 1 = λ 2 = 1 2 which corresponds to the case when |∆| = 0. In particular case p = 1 2 and |σ| = 0 the quantum state Ψ is maximally entangled.
Example 2. The case of d = 4. General form of the pure states in d = 4 (corresponding to several physically interesting cases like photonic wave functions for example) is given by
where e i ∈ C 4 and (e i ) j = δ ij , f i ∈ h, i = 1 : 4. The corresponding to Eq. (23) Gram matrix G(Ψ ) is given by the formulae
In the case of semi-definite positive Gram matrix G(Ψ ) the well known Sylvester criterion, valid in the case of strictly positive matrices must be generalised. It is necessary to check in this case that all principal minors of G are nonnegative [25] , [26] not only the leading one. This means that in order to describe the corresponding manifold of Gram matrices containing also the matrices with non-trivial kernels , dim(Ker(G)) > 0 it is necessary to put 2 d − 1 non-linear constrains of the form as listed in Lemma 1 below in the case of strictly positive Gram matrices. In particular dimension d = 4 this number is equal to 15.This is the main reason that we restrict our consideration below to the case of strictly positive Gram matrices only which are most interesting from the physical point of view.
Lemma 1. Let G 4 be the set of 4 × 4 hermitian matrices G ∈ C 2 ⊗ C 2 obeying the following constrains:
Then to any G ∈ G 4 there exists a system of vectors g i ∈ C 4 such that g i |g j C 4 = G ij .
Proof. Essentially G(1) together with G(2) property give the normalisation and non-negativity of G. Thus applying property G(5) of the present note we conclude the final statement of Lemma 1.
Our hypothesis is the following. 
Then sup G∈G4 Ent(G) = log(4) and Ent(G) = log(4) iff G ij = 0 for i = j and G ii = 1/4 for i = 1 : 4. 
